
To Marcel Tabuteau the gouge was probably the most important aspect of reed-making, in-
fluencing the performance characteristics of the finished reed.  John Mack told many stories 
of Tabuteau’s pursuit of the perfect gouge and the box of blades that Tabuteau had that were 
ground down beyond a useful point. He told of one instance where Tabuteau had a gouge that 
he particularly liked. John took it upon himself to gouge ten pieces of cane on this machine and 
set them aside.  After thirteen weeks, suddenly the reeds would no longer seal.  Had the machine 
been changed?  John gave Mr. Tabuteau the ten pieces of cane from the first week.  They also 
produced reeds that would not seal. The gouge had not changed, the climate had. I particularly 
liked this story because it illustrates how much the gouge can be influenced by climate change, 
making it mandatory that the professional oboist have the ability to adjust the gouge to accom-
modate changes in the atmosphere.

After almost thirty years of working on gouging machines, I still find it fascinating.  Every gouge 
gives different results. I always try to have several machines set-up for my own use.  I have 
some gouges that work better in winter and others that work better in summer.  I use a different 
gouge for orchestral playing versus playing solo or chamber music recitals.  I find that I need a 
different gouge for my AK Royal oboes versus my regular AK oboes, which would also be true 
with each different make of oboe. When I am on concert tours, I take cane from different gouging 
machines with me, not knowing what will work best in each locality.  I would not expect a gouge 
that works well in New Orleans to work equally well in Denver. I always use the same shaper tip, 
since it is the shape that has more control over pitch placement.  The gouge is the one aspect of 
reed-making, where I like to experiment. It makes no sense to me that anyone would not want to 
have the ability to control the one aspect of reed making that probably has the most influence.

Today, the gouge is probably the least understood aspect of oboe reed making. While the shape 
controls pitch placement, the gouge affects the overall stability of the reed as well as its response, 
timbre, dynamic flexibility and tip opening. Being able to control the gouge allows you to take 
your reed making to a new, higher level. Don’t be afraid to experiment!

                                                                                                      Valarie Anderson

Oboe Gouging Machines



What is the difference between a single radius and a double radius machine?

Diagram A represents a tube of cane with marks where the tube 
will be split.  Depending on the shape of the tube, there will be 
from one to three usable sections.
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Diagram B represents the section of cane after it has been pregouged.
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Diagram C shows how the first swipes of the offset blade, repre-
sented by the red circle, will cut from the inside edge of the cane.
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Diagram D shows the cane after it has been turned in the machine 
bed.  The blue circle represents the blade intersecting with or 
“crossing over” the first cut.  By altering the position or radius 
of the blade, one can control the thickness in the center or on 
the sides of the cane.

D

The following diagrams show how the “double radius” gouge works.  The diagrams are not a true representation of the 
actual gouge, but should be helpful in visualizing the concept.

The “single radius” gouging machine uses a larger curve on the blade, removing cane 
from both sides at once, as shown in diagram E. 

Which type of gouge is better?
Most commercially gouged cane is prepared on a “single radius” machine.  The first vibrations of the reed are usually easy 
to obtain early on in the reed-making process, which makes it a good option for the young student, who is just starting to 
make reeds. The “single radius” machine has a blade that is machined by the manufacturer.   Generally, the only adjustment 
possible with this type of machine is for overall thickness. The performer has no way to control the “rate of fall-off” from 
the center to the sides.  
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When using cane produced on a “single radius” machine, the basic structure of the reed must be applied with the scrape. In 
my own experience, I have found that the reeds produced with this type of gouge tend to lack pitch stability, dynamic flex-
ibility and the ability to color the tone. They lack what John Mack termed a “fast ball,” making them unacceptable for his 
own performance.

This diagram is not a true representation of 
the actual gouge, but has been exaggerated to 
help in visualizing the concept. (N.B. There 
should be no visible ridge in the center of the 
actual cane.)

Double radius gouge Single radius gouge
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The main structure of the reed is formed by the “Spine” and “Rails” which give the reed 
strength and maintain the basic vibrations of the reed.  They support the reed but must also 
have flexibility. With a “double radius” gouge, one has the ability to build this structure 
into the gouge with a balance of strength between the center and sides by varying the “rate 
of fall-off.”  A well balanced gouge will allow you to achieve pitch stability, dynamic 
flexibility, good response and the proper tip opening in your reeds. It will ensure that 
you have tight sides on your reeds and the structure that holds the reeds open and keeps 
the basic vibrations in the reed.  When the gouge is structured properly, it is much easier 
to achieve the desired qualities in scraping the reed. In other words, you don’t have to 
compensate for a poor gouge by altering the scrape.

This gives a simple explanation of how the “double radius” machine works.  However, the blade curve that we use on the 
Jeanné gouging machine is far more complex. The curve of the blade should be approximately a 4.5 mm radius  and  the 
apex of the blade should be slightly offset to the left as you are looking at the flat side of the blade.  Observe in the picture 
below, example A, that there is a short curve on the left side and a longer curve on the right side, with the apex slightly left 
of center.  It is the long curve from the apex of the 4.5 radius to the right that is adjusted to obtain the desired gouge. 

In general, the more pointed the blade, or the faster the curve drops from the apex,  the more stable the gouge will be.  In 
extreme cases, this will produce reeds that are dark and dull, having little flexibility and no dynamic capabilities. The more 
rounded the blade is, or the slower the curve drops from the apex, the less stable the gouge will be. This will produce reeds 
that have more flexibility, but in the extreme, are bright and sometimes “wild.” (N. B. This is sometimes called a “scooped” 
gouge.) The trick is to find the right amount of drop-off from the apex to the right side of the blade.

Finding the correct placement for the apex of the blade curve is critical.  If the apex of the curve is too far 
to the  left of center, the gouge will produce reeds with less pitch stability and a tendency to go flat.  In 
this instance it starts to act like a “single radius” gouge.  If the apex is set too far to the right, the gouge 
will produce reeds that are inflexible (stiff and lacking vibrations).  

I prefer to make the gouged cane fall slowly from the center, gradually increasing the “rate of fall-off” and 
then slowing toward the sides, thus creating a similar structure in the gouge that is used in a finished reed.  
This helps to give the reed all the required structural elements for pitch stability and dynamic flexibility.  
Any sudden drop-off in the gouge should be avoided as it will adversely affect reed response.

Once the desired curve on the blade has been achieved, it is set into the machine,comparing it to the guide.  
While sighting down the front guide toward the blade, it should appear as a crescent shadow above the 
guide, slightly offset to the right as shown in the example. This is the surface with which the cane is gouged.

When gouging, the apex of the blade curve should hit the cane  slightly off-center to the inside or “rod 
side.” Just as we have been taught not to scrape our reeds in the center, but to let the knife touch the center 
to remove cane,  the same is true for the gouger blade.  The illustration to the left represents how the blade 
is positioned in the machine to cut on the inside.   

The red dotted line shows the apex of the blade curve, off-set 
slightly to the left, as described earlier. The blade is then positioned 
in the machine so that the apex of the blade curve hits just to the 
right of the center line as illustrated.   This would be to the inside or 
“rod side” as you are gouging.

The black line marks the center of cane
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The blade is offset to the right, 
forming a crescent shadow.


